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Randazzo Parknew construction

large diameter

rock-it™ lead section

site preparation

atlas resistance® piers

telecom/substation

utility/solar/streetlight

retaining walls

earth retention

helical underpinning

pipeline stabilization 

soil screw®

helical tieback

Hubbell Power Systems, Inc. is the 
world’s leading helical pile/anchor 

manufacturer. The CHANCE® brand 
offers a technically advanced, 

cost effective solution for the Civil 
Construction and Electric Utility and 

Telecommunications markets. 
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Wiring feeds 
through pre-
cut cableway 
into pile shaft

Variable bolt 
circle styles 
mates with 
most light 
standards

The collar rests 
on the bearing 
plate at the 
correct height 
for installation.
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Randazzo Park provides recreational opportunities for residents of Anne Arundel 

County, Maryland. As part of a 2020 capital project, the park was upgraded and 

required some additional, upgraded lighting.

CHALLENGES:

Dalton Electric Service, Inc. in Burtonsville, MD was awarded the lighting portion 

of the park’s upgrade. Time was critical in completing the project so a solution that 

would save time and stay within the budget was needed. 

SOLUTION: 

Dalton Electric worked with CHANCE® Representative Haacke Associates, Inc. 

to select the correct CHANCE® Instant Foundations™ with pre-cast collars. This 

method eliminated many time-wasting logistical issues associated with a traditional 

poured-in-place concrete foundations and collars such as concrete deliveries, cure 

time and delays due to inclement weather. The helical foundations also eliminated 

all of the forming problems usually associated with collapsing soils due to sand at 

the site.

With no concrete, the installers didn’t need cages, Sonotube, or J-bolts. Multiple 

foundations can be installed in a single day with the poles immediately wired 

and loaded with no waiting for concrete to cure. The pre-cast collars added the 

additional benefits of no stripping of Sonotube and rubbing down of concrete to 

eliminate imperfections. The contractor can complete the installation in a single 

day, leaving an attractive finished product at the jobsite.


